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By personal observation SAs ROBERT NM. BARRETT and IVAN D. 

LEE determined that the [i Foceted nearest to the residence 

of Major General EDWIN A. WALKER, U. S. Army (Retired), 4011 Turtle 

Creek Boulevard, Dallas, are those ef the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas 

(MKT) Railroad. These tracks are approximately 0.3 of a mile southeast 

from WALKER's residence and are almost parallel to Turtle Creek 

Boulevard in this area. 

It was also determined through persenal observation that 

directly across the street (Turtle Creek Boulevard) from WALKER‘ s 

residence, there is a park area which extends approximately 0.6 of a mile 

to the northeast fren WALKER's residence and approximately 1.8 wiles to 

the southwest from WALKER's residence.’ Yhis park area paralle 

Turtle Creek Boulevard and the MKT Railrcad tracks, and in most places 

adjoins the property of the railroad. This park and the railroa 
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secreted. It was also personally observed that along the railroae 

right-of-way there are many paths and trails leading from the park 

area through the woods and underbrush up to the railroad tracks. 
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No "open fields" were observed adjoining the railroad track 

in this area. 
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. By walking directly to the east or outhesst from the rear 

of the WALKER's residence, 4 person has immediate access to the wooded 

prushy area and the railroad tracks. 
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